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I. Introduction
When ideas or philosophies are transmitted from their originating culture to
a different one, some are successfully planted and develop deep roots while
others find fallow soil, and wither. Pure Land Buddhism, for example, took
root deeply in Japan especially in the Kamakura period according to Daisetsu
Suzuki.1) On the other hand, it has been a puzzling question among historians
of ideas why Christianity, although it has taken hold in many nearby Asian
nations, has not enjoyed such popularity in the modern era in Japan. Many
potential reasons can be suggested, but the exact truth cannot be pinned down
precisely due to unclear historical complexities of translation, transmission,
interpretation, and existing pre-conceptions, as well as contemporary political
pressures.
However, the case of the transmission of ecofeminism philosophy from the
US to Japan in the 1980s is an exception. It is clear from academic articles,
books, and symposia how carefully ecofeminist philosophy had been developed
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in the US, and also how the result of its transplantation to Japan was
unsuccessful. The rejection on the Japanese side is apparent from published
articles from a 1985 conference, thus making the entire process of import and
rejection from a Japanese perspective fortunately well documented. In that
sense, this rare case-study compels our attention to observe how and why an
idea well developed in one country can easily fail abroad due to somewhat
unforeseeable problems, largely of timing.
From the 1980s to 1990s, theories of ecofeminism have been advanced
especially in the US.2)3)4)5)6) Although critics of ecofeminism have pointed out
the potential for its being exploited by anti-feminists because its basic
principles might reinforce aspects of female stereotypes,7) such anti-feminist
twists on ecofeminism have not been observed in the US. Feminism’s early
warnings as well as its historic solidarity with the tradition of the civil rights
movement seem to have prevented this. Yet American concerns for its anti-
feministic exploitation proved true when imported to a different cultural
context, Japan.8)9)
This paper explores some debates over the introduction of ecofeminism to
Japan in the 1980s. It thereby seeks to explore effective approaches to
introduce future feminist theories to a distinct cultural setting by observing
the very different reactions to newly introduced theory in two cultures. The
Japanese debate about ecofeminism focused on pinning down whether
Japanese feminists should reject the theory due to the potential damage to
their domestic feminist movement or to accept it because of its existing
strength in alliance with ecological theory within the Japanese framework.
However, the importance of this argument lies firstly in that it leads to the
question of how feminists can avoid being under attack by the common abuse
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of ecological terminology in their own cultural settings. Secondly, because of
ecology’s present substantial influence－whether positive or negative－on any
political movement, determining how to promote the optimal environment for
feminism within various ecological thinking in different cultural settings will
illuminate future arguments of gender theory.
In the following sections, I will briefly define ecofeminism, then introduce
American and Japanese responses. Finally, I will compare and discuss the
difference between the two, focusing on the Japanese historical and
philosophical background which influenced such differences. This will clarify
why the blame of the seeming inconsistency of the theory introduced has
sometimes been attributed to its unfamiliarity within a Japanese context, at
other times to the meanings attached to specific Japanese terminology, or to
the unique historical background of Japanese feminism itself.
II. Deeper than deep ecology?
Before discussing Japanese controversies, we should look into what the
word ‘ecofeminism’ entails and its brief history. In the US in the 1970s and
1980s feminists as well as environmentalists started to recognize a connection
between exploited femininity and exploited nature. As a result, ecofeminists
interpreted competition, discrimination, and hierarchy as a natural outcome of
male chauvinism, which prevails in the contemporary world. Such a feminist
critique was fostered in the 1960s and 1970s by the civil rights movements,
and growing public understanding as well as acceptance of such movements.
But after its apex in the 1990s, ecofeminism had been unable to offer effective
counterarguments against the criticism of being essentialist, and effectively
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was discarded as a theory by the end of the 1990s.
Ecofeminism can be categorized as a type of deep ecology. Deep ecologists
originally named traditional anthropocentrism as “shallow ecology”,
contrasting their own as “deep ecology”.10) However, ecofeminists claimed
that their theory was “deeper than deep ecology”.11) In her 1984 article
“Deeper than deep ecology : the eco-feminist connection,” Ariel Kay Salleh,
while admitting deep ecology’s contribution to turn anthropocentric ecology
towards a more eco-centric one, claimed that deep ecology was not radical
enough in theory, essentially lacking a feminist critique.
One of the leading ecofeminists, Karen J. Warren, defined ecofeminism as
follows :12)
Ecological feminism is a feminism which attempts to unite the demands
of the women’s movement with those of the ecological movement.
Ecofeminists often appeal to “ecology” in support of their claims,
particularly claims about the importance of feminism to
environmentalim.
Then, in order to avoid potential confusion with anti-feministic essentialism, in
the introduction of Ecological Feminism, she further elaborates the definition
of ecofeminism as follows :13)
1) It is feminist.
2) It is ecological.
3) It is multicultural.
4) It is philosophical and puts emphasis on conceptual analysis.
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5) It refers to a plurality of positions.
Ecofeminists had to carefully limit the definition of the word, while being open
to plural interpretations. In the same book, Victoria Davion makes the
distinction between “ecofeminist” and “ecofeminine”, in which the latter is
described as a basically essentialist viewpoint lacking critical attitudes towards
traditional female roles.14) This distinction becomes significant when we
discuss various Japanese interpretations in later sections.
III. The rise and the downfall in the US
According to Carolyn Merchant, one of the leading ecofeminists, Shelly
Ortner’s influential article in 1972 entitled “Is female to male as nature is to
culture?”15) posed the problem that motivates many ecofeminists.16) Ortner
states :
[V]arious aspects of women’s situations (physical, social, psychological)
contribute to her being seen as closer to nature, while the view of her as
closer to nature is in turn embodied in institutional forms that reproduce
her situation . . . It is clear, then, that the situation must be attacked from
both sides. Efforts directed solely at changing the social institutions . . .
through setting quotas on hiring, for example, or through passing equal-
pay-for-equal-work laws . . . cannot have far-reaching effects if cultural
language and imagery continue to purvey a relatively devalued view of
women . . . But at the same time efforts directed solely at changing
cultural assumptions . . . cannot be successful unless the institutional base
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of the society is changed to support and reinforce the changed cultural view.
Sharing Ortner’s awareness of these issues, Merchant attacked deep ecology
for its “lack of sensitivity.”17)
Philosopher Arne Naess’ use of the generic term “man” in his 1972 paper
[“The shallow and the deep, the long-range ecology movement”] is
more than a semantic or sexist flaw. Although Naess promotes biospheric
egalitarianism and a “relational total-field image,” he and other deep
ecologists fail to see the historical and philosophical connections between
the domination of nature by “man” and the domination of women by
men . . . The “anti-class” posture offered by Naess is superficial, ignoring
the connection between nature as commodity and woman as commodity
in patriarchal society . . . Could deep ecology be cured of its antifeminist
bias through greater sensitivity to its own language and analysis? The
answer is no.18)
What ecofeminists are attempting here is a kind of cross-pollination of deep
ecology with feminism, to an innovative hybrid philosophy of ecofeminism.
Merchant concludes that “deepest ecology is both feminist and egalitarian. It
offers a vision of a society that is truly free.”19)
As with the definition, ecofeminism later bifurcated into two types, cultural
and social ecofeminisms, by I. G. Simmons,20) and later into four ; liberal,
cultural, social, and socialist ecofeminisms by Merchant.21) For Merchant such
subdivision was a necessary elaboration on her theory as well as an effective
strategy. When ecofeminism was under attack for fostering traditional
stereotypes of the female identity, Merchant began to distance her standpoint,
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socialist ecofeminism, from cultural ecofeminism, which is in her definition
“a response to the perception that women and nature have been mutually
associated and devalued in Western culture.”22) When facing the fact that
ecofeminism lacks pragmatic solutions to the iniquities of the status quo,
Merchant answers, “yet the potential exists for a socialist ecofeminism that
would push for an ecological, economic, and social revolution that would
simultaneously liberate women, working-class people, and nature.”23) At the
height of the ecofeminism movement, despite these many differences,
Merchant urged cooperation with other ecofeminists by concluding :
Although the ultimate goals of liberal, radical, and socialist feminists may
differ as to whether capitalism, women’s culture, or socialism should be
the ultimate objective of political action, shorter-term objectives overlap.
In this sense there is perhaps more unity than diversity in women’s
common goal of restoring the natural environment and quality of life for
people and other living and nonliving inhabitants of the planet.24)
Such theoretical diversity within radical feminism is fundamentally united on
a shared intellectual base, which is the main significance of American
ecofeminism.
Later in the 1990s ecofeminism became more and more criticized. Among
many criticisms, including essentialism, one can conclude its descriptive
rather than prescriptive ideology as the core of the theoretical criticism,
elaborated by Oelschlaeger :
Yet ecofeminism is more identification of a complicated problematic
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involving sex-based ideology than a solution, for the modern world
obliviously, and therefore androcentrically, marches on. Although the
feminist critique offers insightful, often original perspectives on the
anomalies of Modernism, it appears at its radical edges to be
paradigmatically incapable of ranscending them without falling into
“feminarchy.”25)
This critique referred to ecofeminism’s limit as merely anti-modernist and
anti-patriarchy without offering effective theories towards resolving the
contradictions. We can safely conclude that this proved true since
ecofeminism has not really offered any constructive and effective theory since
the 1990s.
IV. Japan’s case: Can women save the world?
The reaction of Japanese feminists to ecofeminism presents a very different
picture. Contrary to its American founders, it was predominantly a total
rejection by feminists, followed by some acceptance by several right-wing
nationalist anti-feminists.
In order to understand the Japanese context and the scope of Japanese
ecofeminist theory, we also need to know some historical factors of Japanese
general feminist theories.
1) Leading Japanese feminists think that, historically, Japanese ecology
movements have been advocating and taking advantage of ‘maternal




2) From the late 1970s to the late 1980s, Japanese feminists initiated the
revision of the Japanese feminist history, in which they intended to
expose leading feminists’ collaboration with fascism during World
War II.
3) When ecofeminism was first introduced to Japan in the early 1980s,
Japanese anti-feminists began to link feminine ecological images with
the term “ecofeminism”, which by Warren’s and Davion’s definitions
should not be confused with American “ecofeminism.” This happened
primarily because of the Japanese lack of a conceptual background of
ecofeminism, and secondly because the non-feminists or anti-
feminists further conflated the image of femininity with the image of
the emperor (traditionally a symbol of the Sun, provider of bountiful
harvests on land and sea), as though both images were united under
the idea of ecological guardianship.
Yayoi Aoki is one of Japanese ecofeminists who first attempted to introduce
ecofeminism to Japan. Under the influence of American feminist anthropology,
Aoki acknowledges the dualism of male / female, culture /nature, modernity /
premodernity, and so on. Yet in her theory they are complementary rather
than opposing elements (apparently influenced by Chinese Ying-Yang
philosophy). Her central theme is anti-civilization and anti-modernity. Her
evidence comes from her fieldwork with Hopi Indians in Arizona in 1971 and
1975. She witnessed that women had considerable power for domestic
decision-making. It is a matrilineal society rather than patriarchal. Inspired by
this, she claims that perhaps modern humanity ought to be liberated from their
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own modern prejudice against femininity and the body, since “civilization leads
first to the exploitation of nature, then to the alienation of the body, the
condemnation of sexuality, and finally to sexism.”27)
According to Aoki’s theory, if one revises one’s concept of body and
restores the rights of one’s own body, then one will inevitably meet one’s own
feminine or masculine principle within. This so far appears to be essentialist,
but she further elaborates that one will reflect in one’s mind like a mirror one’s
own prejudice or distortion affected by the contemporary value of society. She
offered her view in a 1983 article :
The foregrounding of femininity is not an expression of anti-feminism, but
rather unites the female identity that is forced to divide in two : that of
reproduction and that of fulfilling her career goal. One can say that it is
an attempt to bring the deception of modernity and the contradiction of
industrial society into light. In this sense, this new endeavor is more
radical than other feminist theories whose ultimate goal is to win “perfect
equality” in the conventional contemporary social framework.28)
According to Merchant’s typology, Aoki can be characterized as a cultural
ecofeminist.
Aoki’s opponent, Chizuko Ueno, defined Aoki as a “maximizer,” while Ueno
defines herself as a “distorted minimizer”,29) employing Maggie MacFadden’s
classification of feminists.30) Maximizers claim the reevaluation of “femininity,”
whose strategy is overturning the traditionally negative images of women,
while minimizers de-emphasize the gender difference. Ueno fears Aoki’s
ecofeminism as curtailing feminism to blindly accepting the feminine principle
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allotted by male-dominant culture, which could result in offering yourself into
being trapped within the framework created by male-dominant culture. In
such a framework, admiration of femininity and misogyny are opposite sides of
the same coin. Such an attitude, Ueno argued, frequently generates the
misconception that since male /modernity could not save the world, so female
/ anti-modernist will save it. The slogan “Women will save the world,” whose
effect is to agitate women into overestimation of their own ability to cure the
world from modernity solely by themselves, is not only absurd but
“dangerous.” Ueno declares that “Women cannot save the world which men
could not, since both women and men were victims, beneficiary and
accomplices of modernity at the same time.”31)
Other Japanese critics of ecofeminism repeatedly used the word
“dangerous” to express their antipathy and worry. Emiko Ochiai claimed,
while she somewhat sympathizes with Aoki, that there are other kinds of self-
proclaimed ecofeminists to reduce the female role to be an embodiment of the
feminine principle and to console men from the turmoil of society.32) Noriko
Hattori asserted that Aoki’s definition of the word “feminine principle” is too
ambiguous ; it sounds nearly equal to “maternalism.” She further mentions an
anti-feminist who claimed that the equal opportunity law is unnecessary
because it will “destroy the cultural ecosystem”.33) Such confusion of words of
feminists provoked reasonable apprehension among many who participated in
the 1985 symposium.
Contrary to what had been anticipated, the 1985 symposium did not become
a heated discussion. Instead, Japanese feminists tried to preclude further
arguments as if they were convinced of the fruitlessness of the theoretical
discussion by frequently ending their critiques by expressing their “fear” as
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we have seen above. Their fear lies mainly in the intended or unintended
misuse of Aoki’s language by others. Later Yumiko Ehara observed this
tendency of Japanese feminism as follows :
Provided that ecofeminism arguments in the ‘80s were those of feminists
who shared the same purpose, only having strategically different
approaches,－ that is to say, the conclusion of the argument is still at the
level of “ecofeminism is a dangerous thought”－ it seems to me that what
is manifested here is nothing but the women’s social and cultural marginal
status. In other words, women are generally oversensitive concerning the
possibility of the overextended and unintended results of their statements
or behaviors, and are required to make statements while taking
unintended effects into consideration. In fact, I believe that many of the
arguments within feminism in Japan occurred because of the historical
experience of a realization of such fear . . . Because of this, feminist
theorists have been obliged to waste a considerable amount of their
energy in order to avoid such effects.34)
According to Ehara, feminists in Japan blamed Aoki for not being careful
enough to take the potential effects of her statements into consideration. Aoki
protested such a tendency :
I believe that we can win only through the cooperation of various
strategies . . . Some attempt guerilla warfare, some make a frontal attack.
My strategy may be wrong, but isn’t it much more important for you to
put your own strategies into practice by repeated trial and error than to
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spend your intellect and energy attacking mine?35)
She felt threatened by the feminists’ peer pressure to be overly cautious, not
permitting trial and error. The diversity of the approaches seems to have been
sacrificed here.
Equally important is Ehara’s statement above that Japanese feminists’ fear
is justified because of “the historical experience of the realization of such
fear”. Here she refers to Japanese feminists’ experience during the World War
II, when some feminists were coopted by Japanese fascism.
Just before ecofeminism was discussed in the 1980’s, one major project of
Japanese feminists happened to be a revision of feminism’s history, namely
women’s collaboration with, and participation in, state policies during the
Pacific War36) In her article in 1979, “Imperial Benevolence and Maternal
Benevolence”, Mikiyo claims the Emperor’s and women’s collaborative
wartime responsibility.37) As Kazue Sakamoto says, it was a challenge to a
taboo, 38) because both “benevolences” had been regarded as ‘victims’ of the
war by the conventional Japanese view, as though the oppressed nature was
often the victim of civilization. In that sense this new view offered significant
insights.
Thus, when ecofeminism was first introduced to Japan without precise
conceptual definitions, it was profoundly misleading. It is not difficult to
imagine why the seeming attribution of ecological and peace-preserving
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V. The revision of Japanese feminist history
under Japanese fascism
qualities to essential femininity and nature, which have traditionally been
appreciated by the Emperor, caused controversy. Japanese feminists thought
it had been proved in Japan that women could willingly and actively have
participated in the aggressive Fifteen-year expansion into Asia as well as in
the war with Western powers.
Kano’s and Suzuki’s claims were reviewing the fact that some feminists,
including Fusae Ichikawa, the main contributor to women’s suffrage in Japan,
actually cooperated with the militaristic government. At the same time, the
sacred image of “patriotic mothers” was exploited fully by the Government to
attract women’s cooperation with the war.39)
In 1984 Michiko Hasegawa provoked this Japanese feminists’ trauma. This
anti-feminist whom Ochiai and Hattori had previously called “dangerous”
published an article arguing against the gender-equal opportunity law. “The
equal treatment law will destroy the cultural ecosystem” claimed :
In this century anthropologists have claimed an individual culture is not
a cluster of characteristics which one can take out piece by piece, but one
whole ecological system. That is to say, anthropologists have claimed
every item that concerns human beings－for example, religion, language,
family, politics, economics, climate, weather, and art. They are
interrelated, and comprise a unique ‘world’.40)
Here she clearly emphasized the “holistic” nature of culture and
“interrelatedness”, which recalls an ecological equilibrium or food-chain. Then
after she introduces “anthropologically” different systems of divisions of labor
between male and female among native American tribes, she proposes that if
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one culture imposed their own system on the other, it would destroy the
latter’s cultural system.41) The subtext here is that of an image of culture as an
endangered species that once destroyed can never be regain. Surprisingly, she
treats an equal opportunity law as if it were an invading foreign species. She
thus concludes :
The male / female division of labor is one such important element for each
culture. Just as with religion and language, if one thoughtlessly attempts
to change it, one runs the danger of harming the whole system. Thus,
when a nation attempts to make a law with the hope to change the
traditional system of male / female roles, or to change the system
drastically, they should work out their plan very carefully.42)
She then adds, “The equal treatment treaty to abandon every style of
discrimination against women” aims to destroy the basic cultural ecological
system, which is essential to all people on earth. Once it is destroyed, equality
within will be meaningless.”43) This is exactly what one may call
environmental fascism.
Although Aoki opposed Hasegawa, as Ochiai and others pointed out it, is not
easy to distinguish between Aoki’s and Hasegawa’s claims. Both use
anthropological examples as base arguments, which make both cultural
feminists, maximizer and anti-modernist. In the 1985 symposium it was clear
that Aoki felt more of an immediate threat from an ecological crisis of
modernity rather than that of fascism. Thus, Aoki’s claim also inevitably
emphasized the whole rather than individuals, while Ueno, for example, put
more emphasis on individualism. The only difference remaining between
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Hasegawa and Aoki seems to be Hasegawa’s intention to abuse ecological
terms against feminism and Aoki’s intention not to do so. This solves the
puzzle as to why many Japanese feminists, while expressing sympathy for
Aoki, rejected her claim. They knew that mere good intentions were not
enough.
In November 1985, Hasegawa attended the celebration of the Emperor’s
60th year of reign and congratulated him:
The love and compassion of the mother saves a child from corruption.
Beyond the bounds of any such mother’s mercy, there is a figure who
cares and grieves for us all with deeper and greater love and compassion.
I think that this is His Majesty the Emperor.44)
To this Akira Asada, a philosopher, commented “I fear that ecology, feminism
and Ivan Illich’s philosophy45) may strengthen the authority of Emperor
system.”46) Indeed Hasegawa’s straight-forward praise of the Emperor was
quite shocking for the Japanese general population who, although accustomed
to such sentiments from right-wing patriotic groups, were not prepared when
this came from a self-proclaimed “anti-feminist” scholar from the field of
philosophy. In the same newspaper article, Aoki commented on Hasegawa’s
congratulatory remarks as follows :
I think that the most serious problem in Japan is that gender theory or
context are being used as a shrewd machination for the business world’s
sexism or political control. Ecology will essentially not permit any




In spite of Aoki’s protest, Japanese feminists’ fear had already seemingly been
realized.
VI. Conclusion
Cultural contexts have thus been seen to heavily depend on the
interpretation of ecofeminism. It is clear from academic articles, books, and
symposia how carefully ecofeminist philosophy had been developed in the US,
and also how the result of its transplantation to Japan was unsuccessful. The
rejection on the Japanese side is apparent from published articles from a 1985
conference. In the Japanese context, discussing reverence for nature and
equality in nature could be easily and immediately interpreted as reinforcing
respect for the Emperor as well as equality of humans under the Emperor－
both aspects of the pre-War militarization to protect this sacred power. As a
result, in the 1980s Japanese feminists mostly rejected the imported concept
of ecofeminism as anti-progressive and anti-feminist.
Yet as in the US, ecofeminism itself has a potential to be an effective theory
when promoted sensitively in a favorable context. What was lacking in Japan
were theoretically positive traditions to resist the reactionary, conservative
equation of nature and female. In addition, in the 1980s Japanese feminists
were in the middle of reviewing the wartime cooperation of feminism with the
militaristic government during World War II. As a result, Japanese feminists in
the 1980s became reluctant to make any political alliances with other groups
of activists whom, they believe, would have limited the theoretical flexibility of
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feminism.
Despite this, one major benefit that the ecofeminism discussion brought to
Japanese feminism was the elaboration of the relevant terminology as well as
the need to review its historical background. Almost the entire process of
interpretation from a Japanese perspective is fortunately well documented. In
that sense this case-study effectively offers observations on how and why an
idea well developed in one country could easily fail abroad due to unexpected
thus unpredictable problems largely of timing. Further case studies on similar
imported ideas or philosophies from one culture to another would deepen
comparative theoretical discussions.
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Viable Plants, Infertile Soil :
The Rejection of Ecofeminism
in Japan in the 1980s
When ideas or philosophies are transmitted from their originating culture to
a different one, some are successfully planted and develop deep roots while
others find fallow soil, and wither. Many potential reasons can be suggested,
but the exact truth cannot be pinned down precisely due to unclear historical
complexities of translation, transmission, interpretation, and existing
pre-conceptions, as well as contemporary political pressures. The case of the
transmission of ecofeminism philosophy from the US to Japan in the 1980s is
an exception. This rare case-study compels our attention to observe how and
why an idea well developed in one country can easily fail abroad due to
somewhat unforeseeable problems, largely of timing.
This paper explores some debates over the introduction of ecofeminism to
Japan in the 1980s. It thereby seeks to explore effective approaches to
introduce future feminist theories to a distinct cultural setting by observing
the very different reactions to newly introduced theory in two cultures. The
Japanese debate about ecofeminism focused on pinning down whether
Japanese feminists should reject the theory due to the potential damage to
their domestic feminist movement or to accept it because of its existing
strength in alliance with ecological theory within the Japanese framework.
I briefly define ecofeminism, then introduce American and Japanese
responses. Finally, I will compare and discuss the difference between the two,
focusing on the Japanese historical and philosophical background which
influenced such differences. The cause of Japan’s rejection of ecofeminism will
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be seen to be convincingly attributed to its unfamiliarity within a Japanese
context, to the meanings attached to specific Japanese terminology, and to the
unique historical background of Japanese feminism itself.
